The design of doped n-p-n semiconductor heterostructures has a significant influence on the structures' nonradiative decay and can also affect their photoluminescence characteristics. Such structures have recently been explored in the context of semiconductor laser cooling. We present a theoretical analysis of optically excited n-p-n structures, focusing mainly on the influence of the layer thicknesses and doping concentrations on nonradiative interface recombination. We find that high levels of n-doping ͑10 19 cm −3 ͒ can reduce the minority-carrier density at the interface and increase the nonradiative lifetime. We calculate time-dependent luminescence decay and find them to be in good agreement with experiment for temperatures Ͼ120 K, which is the temperature range in which our model assumptions are expected to be valid. A theoretical analysis of the cooling characteristics of n-p-n structures elucidates the interplay of nonradiative, radiative, and Auger recombination processes. We show that at high optical excitation densities, which are necessary for cooling, the undesired nonradiative interface recombination rates for moderate ͑10 17 cm −3 ͒ n-doping concentrations are drastically increased, which may be a major hindrance in the observation of laser cooling of semiconductors. On the other hand, high n-doping concentrations are found to alleviate the problem of increased nonradiative rates at high excitation densities, and for the model parameters used in the calculation we find positive cooling efficiencies over a wide range of excitation densities.
I. INTRODUCTION
Doped semiconductor heterostructures such as n-p-n junctions are ubiquitous in electronics and are of increasing importance on optoelectronics. While most of the electric transport issues are well understood, the optical properties and the nonradiative recombination of these systems are still the topic of current research. One example of an optoelectronic device that is currently being developed and whose optical properties are not well understood is an semiconductor-based all-optical cooler ͑for a recent overviews on optical refrigeration of solids see Refs. 1-3͒. The cooling principle is based on the absorption of an external laser beam, followed by frequency-upconversion ͑via phonon scattering͒ and high-frequency photoluminescence that carries more energy per photon out of the semiconductor than was deposited by the external light beam. The energy extraction can in principle lead to cooling of the semiconductor. It is hoped that in the future, semiconductor laser cooling can be achieved and compete with laser cooling of doped glass, where cryogenic temperatures have already been reached. 4 Ideally, these devices contain only a simple piece of bulk semiconductor ͑e.g., GaAs͒ and some components that facilitate the extraction of photoluminescence light. In practice, however, that piece of GaAs is sandwiched between doped passivation layers ͑for example, GaInP͒, which serve to reduce the nonradiative recombination at the sample's main surfaces. Also, the active GaAs layer, though ideally undoped, is often unintentionally doped. For example, we have experimentally studied structures that included unintentionally p-doped GaAs layers ͑for example due to carbon impurities͒ and n-doped ͑with silicon͒ GaInP passivation layers. 5 We found one structure to have a very long nonradiative lifetime of 27 s at room temperature, which is a promising result in terms of the prospects for cooling applications in which nonradiative decay is undesirable. While the benefits of the n-doped passivation layers are clearly established, the samples have not allowed for the observation of net cooling.
The aim of this paper is to provide a theoretical analysis that helps to design future generations of semiconductor structures with improved prospects for achieving laser cooling. In particular, we address the question of nonradiative lifetime in passivated GaAs structures and its dependence on the external laser intensity. In cooling applications, the pump creates relatively high concentrations of photoexcited carriers, while typical measurements of nonradiative lifetimes are performed at low densities of photoexcited carriers. Our analysis, and our proposals to further improve the design of n-p-n structures, is based on the assumption that most of the nonradiative decay processes happen at the GaAs/GaInP interface, as is expected for high-quality samples. 6 We will analyze the effects of the n-p-n structure on the spatial carrier density profiles and on the nonradiative recombination at the interfaces. The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we outline our approach to the calculation of carrier density profiles in the n-p-n structure. In Sec. III we give a brief review of interface recombination concepts inasmuch they have some bearing on our present work. In Sec. IV we define and discuss a simple model for the nonradiative lifetime. Though not being used in our cooling analysis, this model helps us understand and interpret the results of the cooling study. In Sec. V we formulate a time-dependent theory to model the luminescence decay from n-p-n structure and compare the theoretical results with our experimental results obtained on two samples for different GaAs layer thickness. Finally, we present theoretical results for the cooling characteristics ͑in particular the cooling efficiency͒ of various n-p-n structures. Based on that analysis, we formulate a proposal for future generations of n-p-n structures that we believe would exhibit superior nonradiative recombination characteristics.
II. QUASITHERMAL HETEROSTRUCTURE THEORY
The heterostructure system is modeled assuming that the system is in quasithermal equilibrium, and that the overall system is charge neutral. Our analysis is similar to the analysis for total thermal equilibrium given in Ref. 7 . The main difference between thermal equilibrium used in Ref. 7 and quasithermal equilibrium used in the following is the fact that we allow for optically created electrons and holes. In a quasithermal equilibrium state, the electron and the hole populations are thermalized with each other under the constraint that they do not recombine. Generally such a state for a two-band model is determined by three thermodynamics parameters: the temperature, the electron chemical potential, and the hole chemical potential. The assumption of overall charge neutrality imposes one condition on the three parameters so that only two can be independently set. The quasiequilibrium assumption is valid if the thermalization rate to this state is much faster than the recombination rate. This condition is met for temperatures below the band gap but not too low and for not too low densities.
The structure's geometry is a symmetrical n-p-n structure with a GaAs layer sandwiched between two GaInP passivation layers, see Fig. 1 . In quasithermal equilibrium, the electron ͑n e ͒ and hole ͑n h ͒ densities in a free carrier model at any point in the system are given by:
where the inverse temperature is ␤ =1/ k B T, ⑀ e͑h͒ ͑k͒ = ͑ប 2 k 2 / 2m e͑h͒ ͒, V͑z͒ is the electrical potential at point z, e ͑ h ͒ is the chemical potential for the electrons ͑holes͒, E c͑v͒ is the energy level of the conduction ͑valence͒ band edge. The factor of 2 in front of the wave vector sums is due to spin degeneracy. This degeneracy is exact for the conduction band, while for the valence band it is a model assumption neglecting the light hole band. In total thermal equilibrium, one would have the additional condition e =− h .
The density of ionized acceptors ͑donors͒ is given by:
where N a ͑N d ͒ is the density of acceptor ͑donor͒ sites, D a ͑D d ͒ is the degeneracy of the acceptor ͑donor͒ states, and ⑀ a ͑⑀ d ͒ is the energy level of the acceptor ͑donor͒ state measured from the respective band edges. The electrical potential is calculated from Poisson's equation. We assume that there is no external electrical field outside the semiconductor ͓E͑Z e ͒ =0͔. The reference point for the electrical potential can be chosen arbitrarily. Due to the symmetry of the heterostructure, the middle of the structure is chosen as the reference point for the electrical potential, as well as the origin for the z-axis ͓V͑z =0͒ =0͔. With this convention, the electric field in the GaInP passivation layer is given as:
For the GaAs layer, formally the same expression holds with ⑀ GaInP replaced by ⑀ GaAs . Here, n charge ͑z͒ = ͓n e ͑z͒ − N d + ͑z͔͒ − ͓n h ͑z͒ − N a − ͑z͔͒, Z j is the position of the junction between GaAs and GaInP, Z e is the position of the edge of the sample, ⑀ GaInP is the dielectric constant of GaInP and ⑀ GaAs is the dielectric constant of GaAs. The electric potential is then given by V͑z͒ =−͐ 0 z dzЈE͑zЈ͒, and we assume total charge neutrality, ͐ −Z e Z e dzn charge ͑z͒ =0.
As mentioned above, for a system in quasithermal equilibrium, its state can be specified by two parameters, which we choose to be the temperature and a density parameter. For the density parameter we choose to use the density of the minority carrier at the center of the semiconductor ͓n min ͑z =0͔͒, where n min ͑z͒ = min͕n e ͑z͒ , n h ͑z͖͒. In the description that follows, we solve Eqs. ͑1͒-͑4͒ selfconsistently.
Due to the symmetry of the system, only half of the structure needs to be modeled.
For the analysis we use the following parameters. 8 and m h = 0.62m 0 . 9 Between the GaInP and GaAs we use a conduction band offset ͑CBO͒ of CBO= 0.18 eV and a valence band offset ͑VBO͒ of VBO= 0.31 eV, see pp. 5857-5858 of Ref. 10 . In our calculation, the CBO and VBO are independent of temperature which results in the GaInP E g = 2.01 eV at low temperature, which is within reported values. The acceptors are assumed to have a degeneracy factor of D a = 4 and the donors D d =2.
III. INTERFACE RECOMBINATION IN HETEROSTRUCTURES
The main reason for adding an n-doped GaInP layer and creating an n-p-n heterostructure is to reduce the nonradiative surface recombination and thus to make optical refrigeration more easily achievable. But even if the surface recombination can be completely eliminated with the help of passivation layers, the interfaces between the active region and the passivation layers provide a channel for nonradiative recombination and thus need to be taken into account in a theory of luminescence and optical refrigeration. In this section, we will briefly review standard theoretical approaches to interface recombination.
The interface recombination is usually modeled with the use of the surface ͑or interface͒ recombination velocity ͑S͒. In terms of S, the surface recombination rate ͑U s ͒ is given by
where n is the density of the minority carrier at the edge of the depletion region. In our case, the depletion region may extend all the way through the GaAs active region. If the active layer is sufficiently wide, the depletion region does not extend all the way through the active region. In this case, the density at the edge of the depletion region will be the same as the density at the center of the active region, and in our notation
As pointed out in Refs. 11 and 12 the surface recombination velocity defined in this fashion is not a constant of the material and can be highly sensitive to the carrier densities.
Using a Shockley-Read-Hall recombination model, the surface recombination can be modeled as
where n ͑ p ͒ is the electron ͑hole͒ surface state capture cross sections, th,n ͑ th,p ͒ the electron ͑hole͒ thermal velocity, n e ͑Z j ͓͒n h ͑Z j ͔͒ the electron ͑hole͒ density at the surface, n i the intrinsic density of the semiconductor, N ss ͑E͒ the density of surface states, n 1 = N c e −␤͑E c −E͒ , and p 1 = N v e −␤͑E−E v ͒ . To gain a better understanding of the general behavior of the surface recombination, we will follow the analysis of Correig et al. 11 and assume n = p = , th,n = th,p = th , and N ss ͑E͒ = N ss,0 ␦͑E − E f ͒ where E f is the Fermi level of an intrinsic semiconductor. Under these assumptions, Eq. ͑7͒ reduces to
We now define a surface density surface recombination velocity S s = th N ss,0 . With optical excitation, n e ͑Z j ͒ ӷ n i and/or n h ͑Z j ͒ ӷ n i , the equation can be reduced to
We note that if one of the densities is significantly larger than the other, the surface recombination becomes
which is essentially the same as Eq. ͑5͒, except that we now use the density at the interface and we have a correspondingly different value for S s . By using the density at the surface, we allow S s to be independent of the device configuration and be more independent of the carrier density.
IV. SIMPLE MODEL FOR NONRADIATIVE LIFETIME
In this section, we derive a simplistic model for the density dependence of the nonradiative lifetime. Technically, this model is only valid for samples with a large active region, where the carrier densities stay constant across most of the active region with a very small depletion region near the junction. We label this case as wide-active-layer limit. The samples which we analyze here ͑with d =1 m or d = 0.75 m͒ do not meet this criterion. However, even for these samples the simple model for the nonradiative lifetime is a useful tool for their characterization. We will not use this model in any other calculations, such as those for the cooling characteristics in Sec. VI. In that section, we will calculate the external quantum efficiency and cooling efficiency directly without resorting to the simple nonradiative lifetime model. The simple model, however, will be of great value for interpreting the results of Sec. VI.
We focus on the density dependence of the nonradiative recombination using Eq. ͑10͒. The S from Eq. ͑6͒ and S s from ͑10͒ are related by:
where Z c = 0 is the center of the heterostructure and Z j is the position of the GaAs/GaInP junction. In laser cooling analyses ͑e.g., Ref. 5͒ it is usually assumed that the nonradiative recombination stems primarily from the surface/interface recombination and the density is assumed to be constant across the structure's active layer such that
The nonradiative lifetime is given by the inverse of A,
In order to get a general feel for the effect of the heterostructure on laser cooling, we combine Eqs. ͑11͒-͑13͒ to get
We note that Eq. ͑12͒ is not strictly valid if the density is not constant across the active region. This will be addressed in greater detail in Sec. V. Still, Eq. ͑14͒ provides useful insight into the effect of the heterostructure on nonradiative recombination.
There has been significant experimental laser cooling work on a sample with a 1 m active region that has a measured nonradiative lifetime of 27 s. 5 The lifetime was measured at low densities. As we discuss in Sec. V, we believe that the initial estimates of the acceptor concentration in Ref. 5 with an acceptor concentration of N a =10 14 cm −3 . For reference, the optimal cooling density ͑n = 4.3 ϫ 10 17 cm −3 ͒ and break even nonradiative lifetime ͑ b = 1.6 s͒ for 300K, calculated with the cooling theory for spatially homogeneous systems detailed in Refs. 13 and 14 ͑compare also Ref. 15͒ are also shown. We find that even though the sample under consideration has a nonradiative lifetime at low densities that is significantly above the breakeven nonradiative lifetime, at the optimal cooling density the nonradiative lifetime is too small to achieve cooling. For p-doping of N a = 3.5ϫ 10 15 cm −3 , the nonradiative lifetime is decreased for low densities, 16 but there is no significant change at higher densities. In order to increase the nonradiative lifetime at the optimal cooling density, the n-doping in the GaInP needs to be increased. As one can see from Fig. 2 , a sample with N d =10 19 cm −3 comes close to meeting the break-even cooling condition at room temperature.
In the above analysis, the reduction in the interface recombination comes from reducing the minority carrier density ͑holes͒ exactly at the junction. Figure 3 shows the hole density around the junction for n =4ϫ 10 17 cm −3 and T = 300 K. It can be seen that increasing the n-doping to 10 19 cm −3 decreases the surface recombination by creating a very small depletion region around the junction. However, this means that the density is decreasing rapidly near the junction. In our current model, only the carriers at the very edge of the junction contribute to the surface recombination. In a more realistic model, the wave function of the surface states would extend away from the junction, and any carriers with a wave function that overlaps the wave function of the surface states would have a chance of being involved in the surface recombination. Since the depletion region near the junction is so small at this density, this will limit the ability of the heterostructure to reduce surface recombination. To get a feel for how significant of an effect this might have we have calculated the expected value for nr under the assumption that S Ϸ n min ͑Z c ͒ / n min ͑Z j −5 nm͒S s , shown as thin lines in Fig. 2 should be able to achieve cooling at room temperature. Even though our theory is not completely accurate at this doping density, testing samples with high n-doping may still be worth the effort.
V. LUMINESCENCE DECAY IN N-P-N HETEROSTRUCTURES
Luminescence lifetime measurements are frequently used to determine the radiative and nonradiative recombination coefficients. For a spatially homogeneous p-doped semiconductor ͑cf., Ref. 5͒ ‫ץ‬n e ‫ץ‬t = − An e − e B eh n e n h − e B ea n e n a − Cn e n h
. ͑15͒
At low densities ͑n e Ӷ N a ͒, n h is dominated by the ionization of acceptors and essentially becomes a constant and the Auger recombination becomes negligible. In this case, Eq. ͑15͒ can be solved analytically as n e ͑t͒ = n 0 exp͑−t / ͒ with 1 / =1/ nr +1/ rad = A + e B eh n h + e B ea n a . For this to be true, it is essential that n h and n a be constant in time and space, so that the luminescence ͑ e B eh n e n h + e B ea n e n a ͒ is directly proportional to n e . This condition results in an exponential decay for n e that can be directly observed in the luminescence decay.
In the n-p-n heterostructures at low densities, the carrier densities ͓n e ͑z͒ and n h ͑z͔͒ are not constant across the active region. This leads to difficulties in understanding the meaning of the lifetime measurements. It is, therefore, desirable to calculate the theoretical luminescence decay for the n-p-n structure. For this analysis, we assume that the quasithermalization across the structure ͑due to diffusion and drift currents͒ occurs quickly compared to the radiative and nonradiative recombination, such that the system is always in quasithermal equilibrium. At high temperatures this assumption is more reasonable than at low temperatures, where it is likely to break down. Under this assumption the average number of optically induced electrons ͑holes͒ is given by
dz͕n e ͑z͒ − n e don ͑z͖͒, ͑16͒
dz͕n h ͑z͒ − n h acc ͑z͖͒. ͑17͒
Due to total charge neutrality, n e opt = n h opt . See the Appendix for more details on why the average optical density is used for the rate equations.
We break the radiative recombination into the electronhole and electron-acceptor components such that the radiative recombination rate is given by 
͑21͒
The luminescence is given by the radiative recombination rate in Eq. ͑18͒, which combined with the times calculated with Eq. ͑21͒ allows us to calculate the luminescence decay. As we have shown in Fig. 5 ͑corresponding to the one reported in Ref. 5͒ for T = 300 K does not exhibit an exponential time behavior, not even at low densities ͑corresponding to times Ͼ100 s. The corresponding carrier densities for this structure are shown in Fig.  4 . From Fig. 4 we see that at moderate to low densities ͑10 10 and 10 15 cm −3 minority carrier density at the center͒, the holes are the majority carriers in the center of the active region, and the electrons are the majority carriers at the edge of the active region. In order to make the assumptions necessary to get an exponential luminescence decay, we need one of the carriers to be significantly larger then the other. This condition is not maintained across the active region, which results on a nonexponential luminescence decay ͑in the present case the decay is almost proportional to t −1.2 ͒. With the sample mounted to a GaAs substrate with unknown impurity concentration and nonradiative recombination, it is difficult to accurately calculate the extraction efficiency e , which is defined as the fraction of luminescence light that escapes from the sample. 19 To model e , we extended our luminescence theory in Ref. 20 to account for light propagation in and extraction from the active layer, details of which will be given in a forthcoming publication 21 ͑see also Ref. 22͒ . We used that propagation model for a sample with a dome and adjusted the refractive index of the dome to match the experimental data. We found that a refractive index of n d = 1.9 gave the best match to the experimental data. In addition, the experimental data have arbitrary luminescence units, which allows us to adjust the vertical scale to best match the data, and the starting density is unknown, which allows us to shift the time axis to best match the data.
At low temperatures ͑below 100 K͒ the theoretical model does not match the experimental data as well as we would like. There are several reasons not to expect our current theoretical model to work as well at low temperatures. First, as mentioned before, the assumption of quasithermal equilibrium may break down at low temperatures. Second, our current model for the n-p-n heterostructure uses a free ͑=noninteracting͒ carrier model to calculate the carrier densities. At low temperatures exciton formation and density dependent band-gap shift can create significant errors in the free carrier model. In addition, the current model uses the low density coefficients B eh and B ea as a constant across the sample. B eh will decrease significantly as function of density if the density is high enough, which is especially significant at low temperatures ͑cf. Fig. 3 further improvements to the theory could result in a better quantitative fit to the experiment at low temperature but those quantitative improvements are not likely to affect the insight into the interface recombination in n-p-n structures gained from our present analysis. Figure 7 shows the carrier densities in the sample with N a =10 14 and a 0.75 m thickness. In this case at moderate to low densities, the electrons are the majority carriers across the full active region. This appears to allow the luminescence to have an exponential decay. However, because the electrons are the majority carrier in the p-doped active region, instead of the holes, we must be careful in interpreting the results of the lifetime measurements. Assumptions such as n h Ϸ N a and n e Ӷ n h are clearly invalid for this structure ͑cf.
Ref. 18͒.

VI. EFFECT OF HETEROSTRUCTURES ON COOLING
This section studies the effect of the heterostructure on the overall cooling. This analysis is done by looking at the cooling efficiency ͑the ratio of net cooling to input power͒,
Here, ᐉ and a are the mean luminescence frequency and the optimal absorption frequency, respectively, ␣͑ a ͒ is the absorption coefficient for the interband absorption, ␣ b accounts for parasitic background absorption, and fca is the free-carrier absorption coefficient. All density-dependent quantities are to be evaluated at the optimal cooling density. Finally, the external quantum efficiency ͑ ext ͒ is the ratio of the number of photons out of the sample to the number of photons absorbed, and is calculated as 
͑23͒
ext can be estimated from experimental measurements, and measures how close a system is to achieving laser cooling. 23 The optimal cooling density tends to be at moderately high densities where it is important to use a density dependent value for B eh . In addition, since in the n-p-n structure we no longer have local charge neutrality, B eh depends on both n e and n h . The extraction efficiency is also highly dependent on density, since higher densities decrease the photon reabsorption. In order to simplify these calculations, we approximate e B eh ͑n e ,n h ͒ Ϸ e,undoped B undoped ͓max͑n e ,n h ͔͒,
͑24͒
where e,undoped B undoped ͑n͒ is calculated using an homogeneous undoped semiconductor with the correct sample thickness and a ZnS dome.
The external quantum efficiency ext can be calculated using Eq. ͑24͒ in Eqs. ͑18͒-͑20͒ and ͑23͒. The results are shown in Fig. 8 . The density dependence of ext can be understood by breaking it down to its individual components. The nonradiative, radiative, and Auger recombination rates for the N a =10 14 cm −3 sample are shown in Fig. 9 . For low densities, the electrons are the majority carriers, and are essentially independent of n min ͑Z c ͒. This results in all of the recombination rates being directly proportional to n min ͑Z c ͒, resulting in a constant ext .
For the range 3 ϫ 10 14 Ͻ n min ͑Z c ͒ Ͻ 10 17 , n h ͑z͒ becomes similar in magnitude to n e ͑z͒. At this point, the radiative recombination takes on its normal n min 2 ͑Z c ͒ dependence, and the Auger recombination takes on its normal n min 3 ͑Z c ͒ dependence. The depletion region near the GaAs/GaInP junction 18 , the depletion region has almost completely disappeared, so that n min ͑Z j ͒ Ϸ n min ͑Z c ͒ causing the nonradiative recombination to go back to a n min ͑Z c ͒ dependence. The radiative recombination increases faster then the nonradiative causing ext to increase.
For n min Ͼ 10 18 , the Auger recombination becomes greater then the nonradiative recombination and starts to reduce ext .
Finally, the cooling efficiency c can be calculated by plugging ext into Eq. ͑22͒. For this calculation, we approximate ᐉ , a , and the ratio ͑␣͑ a ͒ / ␣͑ a ͒ + ␣ b + fca n͒ by the values for a homogeneous p-doped semiconductor with the same density as that at the center of the n-p-n structure. We have found that the absorption and luminescence is frequently a constant across the active region of the structure, and therefore approximating the structure's absorption and luminescence values by the corresponding values at the center of the structure should be reasonable.
The results for c are shown in Fig. 10 . The two structures N a =10 14 and N a = 3.5ϫ 10 15 , which both have N d =10 17 cm −3 , show similar results. By adjusting the p-doping in this structure, we can increase or decrease the low density nonradiative recombination. Unfortunately, the radiative recombination is adjusted by a similar amount resulting in no improvement for the overall cooling. In the end, the cooling results for different p-doping concentrations are surprisingly similar. In contrast, increasing the n-doping ͓see the N d =10 19 cm −3 ͑solid͒ line͔ decreases the nonradiative recombination without decreasing the radiative recombination. This allows the overall structure to achieve cooling with a positive c .
VII. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we found that an n-p-n heterostructure can significantly reduce the surface recombination for low densities by reducing the minority carrier density near the interface. However, this effect only occurs for moderately low densities. At high densities, this effect disappears. Since the nonradiative lifetime is inherently measured at low densities, this can lead to the case where a sample has a good nonradiative lifetime but still has an unacceptable amount of nonradiative recombination at the optimal cooling density.
We believe that this effect has so far hindered laser cooling of semiconductor experiments at room temperature. The nonradiative lifetime in existing samples is an order of magnitude better then is required for laser cooling. However, at the optimal laser cooling density, the nonradiative recombination rate has increased dramatically and laser cooling may no longer be possible.
In order to propose a solution to the problem of the deterioration of the nonradiative decay at high densities, we have varied the doping in the n and p regions. We find that increasing the n-doping appears to improve ͑decrease͒ the nonradiative recombination rate for both low and high densities. If the n-doping can be increased sufficiently ͑Ϸ10
19 cm −3 ͒ without causing undesired side effects ͑such as "bleeding" of Si dopants from the n-region into the active layer͒, then we believe that it should be possible to create a sample where semiconductor laser cooling can be achieved at room temperature. Since laser cooling of semiconductors is expected to become easier as the temperature is decreased, there is no known reason why such a cooler could not reach cryogenic temperatures. We believe that our analysis presents a novel approach to the design and possible optimization of semiconductor structures intended for use in laser cooling.
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APPENDIX: VARIABLES USED IN HETEROSTRUCTURE RATE EQUATIONS
For quasithermal equilibrium, we assume that the electrons in the conduction band and at the donor sites are in thermodynamic equilibrium with one chemical potential while the holes in the valence band and at the acceptor sites are in equilibrium with another chemical potential. The total number of electrons in the combined conduction band plus donor site system is given by Rate equations can then be used to model the creation or annihilation of electrons in the conduction band-donor site system and the creation or annihilation of holes in the valence band-acceptor site system. Since electrons and holes are always created or annihilated in pairs, ‫ץ‬n e tot / ‫ץ‬t = ‫ץ‬n h tot / ‫ץ‬t. We separate the holes in the valence band according to whether they were due to optical excitation or acceptor ionization such that n e ͑z͒ = n e opt ͑z͒ + n e don ͑z͒, n h ͑z͒ = n h opt ͑z͒ + n h acc ͑z͒, where n e don ͑z͒ = N d + ͑z͒ and n h acc ͑z͒ = N a − ͑z͒. from which n e opt = n h opt follows. In order to keep the density in units of per cubic centimeter, we define an average optical density n e opt = n e opt / d = n h opt = n h opt / d We use these variables for the n-p-n heterostructure rate equations in Sec. V. 
